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“Fire!”

However, the Marshal Tiance immediately sent a signal to Xiao Liejun and the others.

No matter what the strength of the weapon, he couldn’t hurt his King Kong indestructible body.

Therefore, coverage fire bombing can be carried out with confidence.

And Tiance Marshal did his best to stop them!

“Boom boom boom…”

Xiao Liejun gave an order.

Countless weapons all fired.

After all, this is the southern base, and everything is ready.
Everything is matched, and the weapons and equipment are mature.

I don’t know how much stronger than the position built before.

So all kinds of weapons came out.

They can also cooperate with each other to form a line of fire after another.

Covered bombing against Leviathan.

This was also the most violent bombardment.

Leviathan was really blocked!

Under this artillery fire, even the scales of the Leviathans were somewhat damaged.

“Destroy all Daxia’s bases…Don’t leave any of them!”

Mr. X was angry and ordered directly.

Before, they figured out all the deployment configurations of Daxia.

For example, major bases and various airports are all under their control.

All deployments in the current Southern Territory Theater are transparent to them…

For example, what weapon is in that position, even the command room.

therefore.

Mr. X is about to paralyze all the bases in the Southern Territory Theater. By then, the weapon that Xiao
Liejun’s most relied on will be equivalent to more than half of its failure.

The weapon system they are best at will not come in handy.

“Boom boom boom…”

The Leviathans began to fight back.

A terrifying wave of energy began to bombard and destroy the base.

Many weapon systems were destroyed one by one.

Xiao Liejun suffered heavy losses here…

The death squads have been gnashing their teeth, they have always wanted to go up and show their
skills.

But there is no chance.

Xiao Liejun’s face was full of pain…

Seeing that the base is half destroyed.

Mr. X remote command: “Quick, quick! Let the undercover army start attacking from behind!”

He was thinking about the scene of the No. 76 Forbidden Land God immediately appearing in his mind.

At this moment, Lucifer sent a message: “Mr. X seems to be a little bit wrong! I just contacted the
undercover behind, but I can’t get in touch!”

“Yes! All the undercover agents have lost contact! Lost!”

A bad news came.

“Ah? What’s the situation? Lost the connection? Isn’t the contact still in front?

Why did you lose contact all of a sudden? what’s the situation? “

Mr. X was stunned.

There was a thump in his heart.

This is going to happen.

“Check it out! Go check it out for me! Something is going to happen!”

Mr. X’s face changed drastically.

“By the way! What happened to the Battle of Langya Mountain? What stage is it going on?”

Mr. X asked.

He felt that something might happen.

Everything must go wrong.

“Yes! Our spies in Kunlun Academy have been receiving information for a long time! What’s the
situation?”

“Not only that, even the army ambushing in Langya Mountain has no news, will something really
happen, right?”

Everyone was panicking.

“check!”

“Quickly check it out for me! If something goes wrong, it will be troublesome…”

…

The haze hung between the people in the laboratory of the gods.

In fact, they are now at the base in Beijing.

Have been waiting.

They can’t go out until there are results.

But now everyone has the urge to go out.

…

However, after a few minutes.

Suddenly, the earth-shaking shout came.

The rear of the base in the southern theater.

A large number of people are here! ! !

The army led by Jiang Ye is here!

At first they encountered a wave of attacks, and they had to change the route and then change the
route.

But later, these dead men seemed to have evaporated.

All disappeared one by one.

At first they thought it was the Anbu led by Hong Qingcang.

But Hong Qingcang also wondered that he and Anbu could solve at most one-third.

There is no way for most of them.

They are also very puzzled.

